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Abstract—The network side of Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) congestion control is normally considered a black-box
in performance analysis. However, the overall performance of
TCP/IP networks is affected by selection of congestion control
mechanisms implemented at the source nodes as well as those
implemented at the routers. The paper presents an evaluation
of macroscopic behaviour of TCP for various combinations
of source algorithms and router algorithms using a Dumbbell
topology. In particular, we are interested in the throughput and
fairness index. TCP New Reno and TCP Cubic were selected for
source nodes. Packet First-in-First-out (PFIFO) and Controlled
Delay (CoDel) mechanisms were selected for routers. The results
show that TCP New Reno performs well, in terms of throughput,
in a low BDP scenario. However, as expected in high BDP
scenario, TCP New Reno deteriorates and TCP Cubic performs
better. CoDel in the network side further deteriorates TCP New
Reno flows in high Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) scenario,
while considerably improving TCP Cubic. PFIFO deteriorates
both TCP Cubic and TCP New Reno in high BDP. Almost in all
cases CoDel seems to improve fairness.

Index Terms—TCP Congestion Control, TCP New Reno, TCP
Cubic, CoDel, Droptail, Throughput, Fairness.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid rise in use of the Internet, due to increase in new
computing and communications applications such as video
streaming, online gaming, desktop and video conferencing,
has resulted in an increase in demand for bandwidth and fast
access [1]. TCP is the widely used protocol in the Internet
for traffic flow control and congestion control. Therefore, the
performance of the Internet depends on how well TCP works.
TCP guarantees reliability and in-order delivery of packets in
TCP/IP networks [2]. In addition, it implements a congestion-
control mechanism, which regulates how fast the transport
layer sends data to prevent the sender from overloading the
network [3]. TCP congestion control algorithms are typically
implemented at the source. Each source uses some congestion
control feedback or signal by the network to estimate allowable
sending rate. The network is also important in congestion
control and network based algorithms are usually implemented
in routers to control buffer queues. Most widely used TCP
variant over the decades has been TCP New Reno, evolving
from TCP Tahoe and TCP Reno. TCP New Reno has proved
to be efficient in fixed low speed networks and networks with

low BDP. However, as shown by [1], TCP as implemented
is showing performance in high-speed wide-area networks,
in wireless links and for real-time flows. For this reason, a
number of source based algorithms have been proposed in
the past two decades. TCP Cubic is one of those that has
gained popularity for high speed networks. Congestion control
at the sources is not enough to curb congestion. The routers
mechanisms are required to manage buffers and queue in the
network. Most common router mechanism is DropTail [4]
[5] [6]. DropTail is simplistic and passive. Although it is
implemented with minimal computation overhead, it provides
unsatisfactory performance in highly demanding scenarios [6]
[7]. For this reason, a large number of Active Queue Manage-
ment (AQM) algorithms have been proposed. Among these is
the Controlled Delay (CoDel), which addresses the problem
of buffer float in high speed networks. The performance of
TCP congestion control is depended on both source-based
algorithms as well as router-based algorithms. The purpose
of this study is to evaluate macroscopic behaviour of TCP/IP
networks for combinations of source based and router based
algorithms. For source based algorithms we consider TCP New
Reno and TCP Cubic, and router based we consider PFIFO and
CoDel. The paper looks at the impact of the bandwidth and
delay on throughput and fairness for the said combinations.
The remaining sections in this paper are structured in the
following way. Section II takes a look at the related work or
literature review. Section III describes the Source algorithms
and the Router-based algorithms looked at in this study.
Section IV presents the network configuration, traffic models
and congestion scenarios used to carry out the simulations. In
Section V, the simulation results are discussed, with Section
VI, discussing the conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide an overview about the closely
related work that was looked at in this work.

Early work on interactions of TCP flows and AQM routers
was presented by Misra, Gong and Towsley [8]. The authors
in [8] applied their model (MGT model) to TCP flows with
Random Early Detection (RED) AQM policy. The MGT model
has been used to guide designs of AQM schemes to alleviate



Internet congestion [9]. Recent work has been presented in
[9], where the MGT model was modified to cater for heavy
traffic conditions and applied to Proportional-Integral (PI),
Random Early Marking (REM) and a Robust Active Queue
Management Scheme (RaQ).

Performance analysis of CoDel and other AQM schemes
with TCP flows has been presented in [10] and [11]. The above
work shows that the behaviour of most recently developed
AQM schemes, including CoDel, may lead to underutilisation
over time. Several modifications of the popular AQMs are
presented in the cited work.

Most of the cited work does not consider the performance
as a consequence of the combination of source algorithm and
router algorithm. In this paper we attempt to provide an exper-
imental analysis that discovers the relationship between end-
to-end application performances of TCP congestion avoidance
algorithms, as observed by an Internet user.

III. SOURCE ALGORITHMS AND ROUTER ALGORITHMS

Source algorithms considered in the paper are TCP New
Reno and TCP Cubic. These are classical loss-base mecha-
nisms deployed in almost all important systems [12]. TCP
Cubic is currently used by default in Linux kernel [13].
TCP New Reno represents a classical congestion control
mechanism for low bandwidth networks and TCP Cubic for
high bandwidth networks.

Most loss-based source algorithms, such as TCP New Reno
and TCP Cubic, consist of two phases or strategies, slow-start
and congestion avoidance phases.

A. Slow start

During slow-start phase the congestion window (cwnd)
is doubled every round-trip-time (RTT), resulting in near
exponential growth that is, the growth starts slowly and
then accelerates with time. The increase profile per packet
acknowledgment (per ACK) is given by (1)

cwndi+1 = cwndi + 1 (1)

Which results in near doubling every RTT.

B. Congestion Avoidance for TCP New Reno

The congestion avoidance phase depends on TCP variant
used. In TCP New Reno the cwnd is increased by one for every
RTT, resulting in a linear growth as shown in (2). The increase
profile per packet acknowledgment (per ACK) is given by:

cwndi+1 = cwndi +
1

cwndi
(2)

Which results nearly in one segment every RTT. During
congestion avoidance, Cubic uses a cubic window growth
function as follows given by (3)

cwndt = C ∗ (t−K)3cwndi + cwndmax (3)

Where K is given by (4):

K =
3

√
cwndmax ∗ (1− β)

C
(4)

cwndmax is the maximum cwnd just before packet loss; β
is a coefficient of multiplicative decrease in Fast Recovery; C
is a constant determining the aggressiveness of the window
growth; t is the elapsed time since packet loss. In Internet
routers, AQM is the intelligent drop of network packets inside
a buffer associated with a network interface controller (NIC),
when that buffer becomes full or gets close to becoming full,
often with the larger goal of reducing network congestion. The
router algorithms chosen for this study are Controlled Delay
(CoDel) and PFIFO (DropTail).

C. CoDel

CoDel queue management algorithm is a scheduling algo-
rithm for the network scheduler that was developed by Van
Jacobson and Kathleen Nichols [14]. They developed CoDel
to overcome buffer float in network links by setting limits on
the delay network packets that suffer due to passing through
the buffer being managed by CoDel. When CoDel’s estimator
comes across a persistent delay which is above the maximum
acceptable persistent queue delay, the controller then enters the
drop state whereby a packet is dropped early so to maintain
the minimum sojourn delay [15].

Another aspect of CoDel, when the delay is high or exceeds
the maximum persistent queue delay, CoDel controls the delay
while insensitive to round-trip delays link rates and traffic
loads [14].

D. PFIFO vs DropTail

PFIFO queueing is the most basic form of congestion
control. The frames in this algorithm are queued in First-In,
First-Out (FIFO) order and queue build-up can continue until
all buffer memory is exhausted which is very like how Tail
Drop algorithm handles congestion [16].

In DropTail AQM, once the queue is filled up, the router
then begins discarding every additional datagram by dropping
the tail of the sequence of packets.

The loss of packets from the drop causes the TCP sender to
enter slow-start, which reduces throughput in that TCP session
until the sender begins to receive ACKs again and increase the
cwnd. In accordance to the regard of how similarly PFIFO
works to DropTail, we consider PFIFO as DropTail in our
study.

IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present a case study whereby Network
Simulator—3 (NS3) [17] is used for realization of two sce-
narios, which are discussed below in sub-section A and B,
and tested using NS3.27. Some modifications were done on
NS-3.27 to incorporate one of a number of technologies that
have not been incorporated in NS-3. One of the networking
technologies that have not been incorporated in NS3 is TCP
Cubic, the default TCP congestion control algorithm in the
Linux kernel and one of the most widely deployed variants



of TCP. For this study some modifications were done on TCP
Cubic’s Internet module intended for NS3.26 done by [18] and
obtained from [19]. In this study two simulation scenarios were
considered, the first simulation environment was carried out
using an End-to-End network topology which consisted of a
single source node with two routers and a single receiver node.
The second simulation scenario consisted of several source
and receiver nodes which were connected by two routers in a
dumbbell topology.

A. Scenario One: Bandwidth Delay Product

The simulations experimenting on the impact of delay used
an End-to-End topology as shown by Fig. 1. The simulation
environment consisted of a single flow and other simulation
parameters shown in Table I. For each TCP variant and AQM
algorithm, several simulations were conducted varying the
delays in each simulation and keeping other parameters un-
changed. The main attempt of the configuration is to compare
TCP New Reno and TCP Cubic’s average throughput ratio
when both use CoDel and Droptail on the router side with
varying the delay to determine the impact the delay has on
the network.

Fig. 1. End-to-End topology used for simulating the impact of delay.

Below are the simulation parameters used for setting up the
simulation environment for determining the impact of delay
in a network

TABLE I
DELAY BANDWIDTH IMPACT PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
TCP variants TCP New Reno and TCP Cubic
AQM Algorithm CoDel and PFIFO DropTail
Link capacity 100Mbps for the source node and 20Mbps for

bottleneck
Link delay 0.1µs for the source node
Bottleneck delay 5ms, 10ms, 20ms, 40ms, 80ms
Simulation time 200 sec

The average throughput was calculated and analysed to
determine the impact of delay in terms of bandwidth for the
connections when different source and router algorithms are
used with varying delays.

Average Throughput: TCP throughput, which is the rate
that data is successfully delivered over a TCP connection,
is an important metric to measure the quality of a network
connection [20]. In this study average throughput given by (5)
refers to the throughput per unit of time, whereby the average
amount of data received is distributed by the receiver per unit
time, regardless of whether the data is retransmission or not.

Tavg =
Rbytes ∗ 8
t ∗ 1024

(5)

where Rbytes is the total bytes received throughout the
simulation and t is the per unit time elapsed during the
simulation.

B. Scenario Two: Fairness Analysis

In the second simulation environment, performance of TCP
New Reno and TCP Cubic with different propagation delays
is analysed. The topology used in these experiments is shown
by Fig. 2. The simulation consisted of 10 connections or
flows where the Fairness of the algorithms was analysed.
The simulation parameters as shown in Table II were used
to conduct the experiment and all other parameters were kept
the same other than the delay which was changed from 5ms
to 30ms for each simulation conducted.

Fig. 2. Dumbbell network topology with a single bottleneck link.

TABLE II
FAIRNESS COMPARISON SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
TCP Variants TCP New Reno, TCP Cubic
Flow control algorithm PFIFO DropTail, CoDel
Link capacity 100Mbps for the source node and

100Mbps for bottleneck
Link delay 0.1µs for the source node
Bottleneck delay 5ms, 30ms
Number of flows 10
Simulation time 200 sec

We simulated the activity of multiple flows with bandwidth
sharing between the multiple TCP flows. It was assumed that
the windows of the connections will vary in a synchronized
manner.

Fairness Index: Fairness refers to the relative performance
of several connections under the same TCP variant. To provide
a numerical measure for the criterion, we use Jain’s Fairness
index represented by (6) [21]. Intuitively, each connection or
flow in a network should get no more than its demand, the
excess if present should be equally shared.

f(x1, x2, x3, . . . xn) =
(
∑n

i=1 xi)
2

(n
∑n

i=1 xi)
2

(6)

where xi is the normalized throughput (in Mbps) of the
i− th TCP flow and n is the number of connections or flows.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have investigated the impact of delay on
bandwidth delay product in the first scenario of the simulation
with focus on TCP New Reno and TCP Cubic against Droptail



and CoDel. We then investigated the fairness between TCP
New Reno and TCP Cubic against CoDel and Droptail in the
second scenario of the simulation.

Scenario One: Bandwidth Delay Product

The Network Delay consist of a number of delays where
each of these delays contribute to the round trip time (RTT).
More application turns causes more data to be sent over the
network which strains the bandwidth of each network link and
the routing competency of the network devices as can be seen
in the following Figures: Fig. 4 where the delay is 40ms and
80ms, Fig. 5 whereby the delay is highest at 80ms and Fig.
6 at delays 40ms and 80ms. TCP Cubic outperforms TCP
New Reno, as the delay increases as shown by Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 respectively, the average throughput of TCP New Reno
decreases as the delay increases. TCP Cubic ensures that, its
throughput is not lower than the throughput of the standard
TCP New Reno, which is done by enforcing the calculated
value of TCP New Reno’s congestion window whenever the
maximum congestion window of TCP Cubic is going lower
than New Reno’s.

Fig. 3. Impact of delay on TCP Cubic against CoDel.

Scenarion Two: Fairness Analysis

Fairness Analysis: TCP Cubic Fig. 7 shows the fairness
index of TCP Cubic and CoDel which shows a fair share of
the bandwidth as TCP Cubic is designed to perform well in
high bandwidth network. CoDel in this case seems to improve
the bandwidth as the fairness can be seen gradually improving
from 5 – 40 seconds of the simulation and becomes constant
throughout the simulation.

The increase in delay can be seen as a factor for deteriorat-
ing the fairness index as can be seen in Fig. 8. Although the
slow start in the performance of TCP Cubic, its window size
quickly ramps up to the size before the last congestion event,
hence the convex growth in Fig. 8, as Cubic now probes for
more bandwidth, slowly at first then very rapidly. Only after
the network has stabilized then TCP Cubic can look for more

Fig. 4. Impact of delay on TCP New Reno against CoDel.

Fig. 5. Impact of delay on TCP Cubic against Droptail.

Fig. 6. Impact of delay on TCP New Reno against Droptail.



bandwidth. In Fig. 9, TCP Cubic suffers due to the router
algorithm implemented, it can be observed from Fig. 9 that
Droptail weakens the performance of the network as compared
to TCP Cubic with CoDel were all parameters were similar
except for the router based algorithm. However, TCP Cubic
improves the networks performance for a short period of time
5- 40 seconds where after the 40 seconds it does not recover
any more.

Fairness index of Fig. 10 shows us that although a high
bandwidth algorithm is used on the source side, the router
based algorithm can reduce the performance of the network
especially in cases where the delay is high. In short the serious
unfairness is caused by the difference of the congestion control
algorithms of the two algorithms and Droptail cannot improve
performance when used in high bandwidth delay networks.

Fig. 7. Fairness Index of TCP Cubic with CoDel having a 5ms delay on the
bottleneck link.

Fig. 8. Fairness Index of TCP Cubic with CoDel having a 30ms delay on
the bottleneck link.

Fairness Analysis: TCP New Reno TCP New Reno is
a low bandwidth network algorithm and as observed in Fig.

Fig. 9. Fairness Index of TCP Cubic with Droptail having a 5ms delay on
the bottleneck link.

Fig. 10. Fairness Index of TCP Cubic with Droptail having a 30ms delay on
the bottleneck link.

11, CoDel improves the utilization of the bandwidth in the
network and thus we have a rational share of the bandwidth
in the network. In Fig. 12, the fairness keeps weakening and
improving and the performance of the network can be blamed
on the high delay as also observed in Fig. 8. The router
based algorithm however helps the source based algorithm in
improving the overall share of resources in the network. Fig.
13 displays a decent performance of the network as the fairness
index improves greatly after the simulation has just started, the
network performance remains high and the low delay doesn’t
take much toll on the network and algorithms implemented
on both source and router sides. When comparing Fig. 13
and Fig. 14, it can be observed that Droptail deteriorated
the networks performance with the help of the delay. When
the queue filled up, a number packets were dropped and
that caused the degrading of the performance as packets had
to be retransmitted again. While the previous sequence of
packets has not yet been acknowledged, another sequence



of packets are retransmitted causing more congestion and
degrading of the networks performance. In all cases CoDel
seems to improve fairness as can be observed on Fig. 7, Fig.
8, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Performance of TCP New Reno can
be seen deteriorating when delay has been increased to 30ms
on Fig. 12 and Fig. 14. Whereas performance of TCP Cubic
deteriorates when used with Droptail as observed in Fig. 8
and performance of TCP New Reno when used with Droptail
under a high delay further weakens the fairness in the network
as observed in Fig. 14.

Fig. 11. Fairness Index of TCP New Reno with CoDel having a 5ms delay
on the bottleneck link.

Fig. 12. Fairness Index of TCP New Reno with CoDel having a 30ms delay
on the bottleneck link.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In regards to our simulation results, it can be concluded that
TCP New Reno performs well, in terms of throughput, in low
BDP scenario. However, as expected in high BDP scenario,
TCP New Reno deteriorates and TCP Cubic performs better.
CoDel in the network side further deteriorates TCP New Reno

Fig. 13. Fairness Index of TCP New Reno with Droptail having a 5ms delay
on the bottleneck link.

Fig. 14. Fairness Index of TCP New Reno with Droptail having a 30ms delay
on the bottleneck link.

flows in high BDP scenario, while considerably improving
TCP Cubic. Droptail deteriorates both TCP Cubic and TCP
New Reno in high BDP. Almost in all cases CoDel seems to
improve fairness.

As the delay varies over time due to delay variations of
router queues and congestion avoidance effects, it deteriorates
the performance of the network and that lowers the perfor-
mance of the network.

The performance of TCP New Reno in terms of throughput
is affected by high delay. TCP Cubic is an improvement to
TCP New Reno and improves TCP throughput and fairness in
high BDP networks. On the network side, Droptail introduces
delay as a result of increase in buffer size, which adversely
affects the performance. CoDel is an active queue management
system implemented in the router to keep the delay low.

For further work, more congestion control algorithms can
be added and studied under these conditions to have a more
insight as to whether other high speed congestion control al-



gorithms will maintain the same characteristics as TCP Cubic
and determine if they will behave well or not. Furthermore,
other AQM can be considered which will be implemented on
the network side.
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